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these guidelines will show you how to apply the verbal 
and visual theme, color palette, fonts and photography to 
marketing and promotional communications for VMworld 
2011.  in all other respects, please continue to follow the 
detailed information in the VMware brand guidelines.

These guidelines for VMworld 2011 do not replace  
or override the VMware guidelines. They only apply  
to materials for this event campaign.

About These Guidelines
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Overview Section 1

VMworld 2011 Verbal Concept

VMware is a well-known company that dominates its space 
for one good reason: we’re the only cloud computing 
company that gives customers truly customized, flexible 
solutions. Customers can move towards true cloud 
computing at their own pace. they can build on their 
existing technology, take advantage of existing public 
clouds, and develop their own private clouds. “your 
Cloud” says this well, and we’ve been using the phrase 
for some time. For VMworld 2011, we’re adding “Own it” 
to emphasize the powerful role our attendees play in 
designing clouds for their companies that meet specific 
business needs.

Our verbal concept this year is 
Your Cloud. Own it.
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Kit of Parts Section 1

You are the game changers. The catalysts of innovation,  
you have the potential to redefine everything we know 
about today’s IT landscape.

At VMworld, you’ll discover how the power of VMware  
will help you transform an industry. Tailored to your specific 
needs, VMworld offers the tools to deliver unprecedented 
IT simplicity, agility, flexibility, and cost efficiency.  
You’ll define owning the Cloud as something that will do 
more than just support your business. It will set it free.

This is VMworld 2011. this is your Cloud. Own it.

this thematic wording will infuse the event materials and the way we talk about VMworld 2011.

Thematic Language

Here’s some supporting language that plays  
to the theme:

it’s your Cloud when it serves your needs intelligently and 
dynamically. it’s your Cloud when it creates a competitive 
advantage. it’s your Cloud when you can choose among 
public services, building a private Cloud, and integrating 
your datacenters. it’s your Cloud when you design it, and 
you own it. Find your Cloud at VMworld 2011. 
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Control 
Pocket Guide and Badge

Pocket Guide
August 29 – September 1 
The Venetian, Las Vegas

Mark 
Robinson
Global CoMpany

Our visual theme makes the attendee  
the hero with positive, assertive 
portraits that our audience can 
identify with.

the vibrant clouds suggest imagination and flexibility,  
qualities that VMware encourages and facilitates.

Strong fields of bright color add energy and boldness. 

the rules for using these elements are flexible enough  
to allow a wide range of expression and to suit an equally 
wide range of applications.

Look and Feel Overview
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Kit of Parts Section 2

We’ve kept the logo and its use very simple. there is  
one logo. it is either black on white or light backgrounds 
or white on colored backgrounds. it almost always has  
a ® mark after the word VMworld 2011. 

Clear Space

All logos need breathing room. that’s what helps them 
stand out. in this case, we take the total height of the logo 
as X, and allow a minimum of X space all around the logo. 
you’re welcome to allow more. 

Minimum Size

use the logo at width of 1 inch or larger. Any smaller,  
and it gets too hard to read. 

Registration Mark Exceptions

in a few cases, such as promotional giveaways, clothing,  
and logos that are six feet wide or larger, you can drop 
the ®. When in doubt, please contact Corporate Marketing 
at VMware: Christopher lotspeich  
<clotspeich@vmware.com>

Logo DOs

Do place the event logo prominently above or below—
preferably above—the main message.

Do allow X amount of clear space around the logo,  
where X is the total height of the logo.

Do change the logo to white when placed over any colored 
graphic where there is enough contrast to see the logo in 
white. 

Do make the logo black or grey when the background is 
white or a light color. 

Logo DON’Ts

Don’t make the logo less than 1 inch.

Don’t make the logo a color other than black, grey or 
white.

Don’t tilt or rotate the logo

Don’t skew or otherwise distort the logo. 

Don’t place the logo next to other company’s logos.

Don’t eliminate the ® symbol except on very small 
deliverables when the logo is less than minimum size or 
when the logo is over 6 feet wide.

Event Logo

1 in (25.4 mm)

X

X

X

X X Logo Color Palette

Black
cmyk 70 35 40 100 

rgb 0 0 0

hex #000000

White
cmyk 0 0 0 0

rgb 255 255 255

hex #FFFFFF
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Kit of Parts Section 2

Secondary Messaging

We’ve written descriptive taglines that address various benefits of working with VMware. 
We’ve organized them by area of interest—Corporate, infrastructure, Applications, and 
end user—so you’ll know what kinds of subjects they’re meant to support.  

Please contact Corporate Marketing at Christopher lotspeich <clotspeich@vmware.com> 
for more information.

Corporate 

Application

Infrastructure 

End-User 

ContinueD on the next page

Your Cloud. Shape It. 
Unique clouds for unique companies. 

Your Cloud. Go for It. 
Go public, go private, go hybrid. 

Your Cloud. Evolve It. 
A pragmatic, evolutionary path to Cloud.

Your Cloud. Work It. 
Build, run, manage cloud applications. 

Your Cloud. Deploy It.  
Get full portability across platforms.

Your Cloud. Fuel It.  
Modernize today’s applications, build for tomorrow’s.

Your Cloud. Activate It.  
It’s as dynamic as you are.

Your Cloud. Trust It. 
Run business critical applications with confidence.

Your Cloud. Scale It. 
Deliver enterprise hybrid cloud without compromise.

Your Cloud. Extend It.   
Go beyond devices to managing users.

Your Cloud. Master It. 
Set users free while maintaining control.

Your Cloud. Deliver It. 
Secure access anytime, anywhere, from any device.
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Kit of Parts Section 2

you will never have to typeset this information, as we’ve 
designed lockups for it. One small task out of your way, 
one less thing to worry about. 

Venue and Date Information

EMEA
Single Line

Stacked

US
Single Line

Stacked
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Kit of Parts Section 2

We’re using three basic elements  
in this campaign:

A = The badge lockups

B = The clouds

C = The heroes

We’ve created an array of eight clouds, shot ten hero 
portraits in various poses, and designed badge lockups. 
this gives you a lot to work with. you’ll be able to 
combine and recombine them to create a range of effects 
while maintaining an overall sense of unity.

•	 you will always use a badge lockup. 

•	 you will almost always use a cloud.

•	 you will deploy the hero for more promotional 
materials, such as show banners and collateral.  
you won’t send him out on missions for informational 
signage or for smaller items that can’t afford the  
real estate. 

Visual Elements

Own
 It. Your

Cloud.

 B

 C

 a
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Kit of Parts Section 2

To create a contrast with our wispy, 
floaty clouds we’ve established  
a bold color palette. 

We specify Pantone® colors, and have included the 
best CMyK, RgB and HeX process matching formulas. 
Whenever you can, use the Pantones. if you can’t go 
with Pantones, then please use the formulas on this page 
rather than any other process matches.

Color Palette

Pantone 7408
cmyk 0 30 99 0

rgb 242 175 0

hex #F2AF00

Pantone 1797
cmyk 2 98 85 7

rgb 196 38 46

hex #C4262e

EMEA:  
Red should only be  
used as a secondary  
color option

Pantone 307
cmyk 100 16 0 27

rgb 0 115 164

hex #0073A4

Pantone 305
cmyk 57 0 7 0

rgb 92 205 235

hex #5CCdeB

Pantone 368
cmyk 63 0 97 0

rgb 97 181 68

hex #61B544

Base Color

White
cmyk 0 0 0 0

rgb 255 255 255

hex #FFFFFF

Rich Black

Black
cmyk 70 35 40 100 

rgb 0 0 0

hex #000000
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Kit of Parts Section 2

Overall, we’re following VMware’s 
corporate guidelines for typography, 
using the Gotham font family.

We’re using two font styles—gotham Rounded 
and gotham narrow—for most of our deliverables.

For more information, please refer to the VMware  
Brand guidelines.

Typography

Gotham Rounded

rounded
Sample Alphabet

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmn 
opqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789

Approved Weights

gotham Rounded Book 
gotham Rounded Medium

Gotham Narrow

narrow
Sample Alphabet

aBCDeFghiJKLMn 
opQRStuVWxYZ 
abcdefghijklmn 
opqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789

Approved Weights

gotham narrow light 
gotham narrow Book 
gotham narrow Book italic 
gotham narrow Medium
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Kit of Parts Section 2

Typography Hierarchy

We use a clear visual hierarchy in our typesetting 
to promote readability, coherence and proportion. 
Following these guidelines will give our communications 
a consistent typographic structure that represents the 
VMware brand. 

Rule #1: We only use upper and lower case settings. We 
don’t use caps because the upper and lower case settings 
of our company and product names don’t work with 
all-cap settings. intROduCing VMware’s lAteSt just 
looks odd. 

Headlines: use gotham Rounded Medium.

Subheads: these go directly below the headlines and are 
set in gotham Rounded Book or gotham Regular. 

Body Copy: use gotham narrow. We prefer flush left, 
ragged right settings, but aren’t absolutely wedded to 
them. 

Most body copy is set in block-style paragraphs, without 
indentation. We set text in reasonably narrow columns 
for easy reading. Bold section heads help readers scan 
the copy for key points. Since they’re already bold, you 
don’t have to make them larger than the text. you might 
even make them half a point smaller. italics denote 
subsections.  

if you need more details, please refer to our corporate 
guidelines. 
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Kit of Parts Section 2

this is the primary lockup that will be used for the 
majority of the event. the lockup will consist of two parts:

A = “Own It.”/VMworld 2011 Badge

B = “Your Cloud.”

you’ll be able to combine and recombine them in all kinds  
of ways for all sorts of uses. Here are some rules to follow:

•	 the badge is always a perfect circle.

•	 “your Cloud.” is always dark and multiplied over light 
backgrounds.

•	 “your Cloud.” is always white over dark backgrounds.

•	 the VMworld 2011 logo and “Own it.” are always white 
and never knocked-out or multiplied.

•	 “your Cloud.” can either be stacked or on a single line.

•	 the badge and “your Cloud.” are always in contrasting 
colors for readability.

•	 the circle in the badge lockup is always multiplied over 
what’s below it, such as heroes and clouds. See page 
19 for guides on what gets multiplied.

•	 the height of “your Cloud.” when it’s stacked should 
be 55% of the height of the badge: 
[height of badge] x 0.55 = [height of “your Cloud.”]

•	 the height of “your Cloud.” when it’s on a single line 
should be 26% of the height of the badge: 
[height of badge] x 0.26 = [height of “your Cloud.”]

Primary Badge Lockup

 B

 a

 a

 B
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Kit of Parts Section 2

there may be a few rare cases where the lockups don’t 
work for some reason. if you have to design a new lockup, 
please follow these rules and have corporate marketing 
check your design.

•	 in all instances, the left side of “your Cloud” aligns  
with the left side of the ‘n’ in “Own”

•	 When “your Cloud.” is above the “Own it.”, have the 
distance between “your Cloud.” and the VMworld 2011 
logo be the same as the height of the logo

•	 When “your Cloud.” is below “Own it.”, have the top  
of the “it.” and the top of “your Cloud.” be aligned

•	 Please don’t change the type size or leading of “your 
Cloud.” 

•	 the height of “your Cloud.” when it’s stacked should 
be 55% of the height of the badge: 
[height of badge] x 0.55 = [height of “your Cloud.”]

•	 the height of “your Cloud.” when it’s on a single line 
should be 26% of the height of the badge: 
[height of badge] x 0.26 = [height of “your Cloud.”]

Badge Lockup Pairing

X
X

X
X
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Kit of Parts Section 2

Multiplied

Not Multiplied

the graphics in our library come pre-set with multiply 
effects. When you need to multiply graphics yourself, this 
page shows you the toolboxes and gives you the basic 
rules. 

“Own It.”/VMworld 2011 Badge
•	 the circle in the badge lockup is always multiplied over 

what’s below it, such as heroes and clouds.

•	 the VMworld 2011 logo and “Own it.” are always white 
and never knocked-out or multiplied.

“Your Cloud.”
•	 “your Cloud.” is always dark and multiplied over light 

backgrounds.

•	 “your Cloud.” is always white over dark backgrounds 
and never multiplied.

Using Multiply with the Badge Lockup

Illustrator InDesign Photoshop

Multiplied

Not Multiplied
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Kit of Parts Section 2

the logo is the limiting factor here. it can never be smaller 
than one inch wide. that means the badge can never be 
smaller than 2.25 inches in diameter. the stacked tagline 
can never be smaller than 2.15 inches wide and the single-
line tagline can never be smaller than 3.85 inches wide.

Badge Lockup Minimum Sizes

2.25 in (57.15 mm / 162 px)

1 in (25.4 mm / 72 px)

2.15 in (54.61 mm / 155 px)

3.65 in (92.71 mm / 263 px)

2.25 in (57.15 mm / 162 px)

1 in (25.4 mm / 72 px)

3.85 in (97.79 mm / 277 px)

5.35 in (135.89 mm / 385 px)
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Kit of Parts Section 2

When you must use the badge smaller than minimum 
size, you can scale the VMworld 2011 logo up to at least 
minimum size (separate from the rest of the badge 
elements). Please keep the left alignment and baseline 
the same. Below are some examples of these exceptions.

Badge Lockup Exceptions When Smaller than Minimum Size

Subhashini 
Parasurainan
Global ComPany

Pocket Guide
August 29 – September 1 
The Venetian, Las Vegas

1 in (25.4 mm)

Keep same left alignment

Keep same baseline alignment
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Kit of Parts Section 2

Global & US Badge Color Usage 

Since we’re hosting the conference for three different 
audiences—global, uS and eMeA—we’ve designed 
different color hierarchies for the badges. this reflects 
the uS and global audiences. We use lots of red here, 
with dark blue for contrast and light blue, yellow and 
green as accents only.

Primary TertiarySecondary
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Kit of Parts Section 2

EMEA Badge Color Usage

Primary TertiarySecondary

this is the color hierarchy for eMeA audiences. the 
palette is predominantly dark blue with light blue for a 
harmonizing contrast. green, yellow and red are accent 
colors only. 
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Kit of Parts Section 2

Correct Uses of Badge Lockups

in almost every case, you will use one of the existing 
badges in the library. We have put together specific 
rules for correct and incorrect uses for how to apply  
the badge lockups. 

DO
1. Do use the badge lockup with a colored version of  

“your Cloud.” when placing on a light/white 
background.  

2. Do make “your Cloud.” white on a dark background.

3. Do multiply “your Cloud.” over the graphics below it 
when “your Cloud.” is in color. 

1

2 3
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Kit of Parts Section 2

INCORRECT Uses of Badge Lockups

DON’T

1. Don’t make the badge and “your Cloud.”  
the same color.

2. Don’t rotate the badge or “your Cloud.”

3. Don’t skew, tilt or transform the lockup.

4. Don’t flip or turn the lockup upside down. 

5. Don’t outline the badge or “your Cloud.”

6. Don’t knock out “Own it.”

7. Don’t have a solid background/field of color.

8. Don’t place “your Cloud.” behind the badge  
or multiply “your Cloud.” when it’s white.

9. Don’t place the badge and “your Cloud.”  
on the face of the hero.

3

1

7

6

4

2

8

5 9
Own
 It. Your

Cloud.
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Kit of Parts Section 2

Most of the time your graphics will include the cloud, 
the hero and the badge lockup. in some cases you may 
want to use the cloud by itself, or omit the hero. to keep 
things interesting we’ve designed a range of clouds with 
different colors and textures. you can crop them any way 
you like, show just a wisp, or use an entire cloud. But you 
can’t make any new clouds. 

the letter next to each cloud on this page is your key to 
finding the file you want in our cloud asset library. 

Cloud Library

Clouds

A B

E

C

F

D

G

vmClOud_ A _CMyK.psd vmClOud_B_CMyK.psd

vmClOud_e_CMyK.psd

vmClOud_C _CMyK.psd

vmClOud_F_CMyK.psd

vmClOud_d_CMyK.psd

vmClOud_g_CMyK.psd

H

vmClOud_H_CMyK.psd
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Kit of Parts Section 2

you’ll never use a hero without a cloud. to make it easier, 
we’ve combined heroes with clouds for you. you won’t 
need to make more. 

As you may have noticed, we’ve photographed people 
of different ethnicities. We’ll want to show a mix of 
ethnicities in all regions, since many of the people who 
come to VMworld work for international companies. you 
may want to adjust the balance or prominence of each 
race a bit for different regions. On the next page there 
are further heroes to choose from, and are not regionally 
exclusive.

the file name below each hero/cloud pair describes the 
hero used, the cloud used, the view of the hero, and its 
color format. 

Here is the break down of the naming system:

vmHeRO_00a_Front_CMyK.psd

Hero with Cloud Library

Primary Hero

vmHeRO_01a_FROnt_CMyK.psd

vmHeRO_01e_FROnt_CMyK.psd

vmHeRO_01b_Side_CMyK.psd

vmHeRO_01f_Full_CMyK.psd

vmHeRO_01d_Side_CMyK.psd

H
e

R
O

C
lO

u
d

V
ie

W

F
O

R
M

A
t

V
M

W
A

R
e
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Hero with Cloud Library

EMEA preferred USA preferred

vmHeRO_04f_FROnt_CMyK.psdvmHeRO_04h_FROnt_CMyK.psd

vmHeRO_05e_Full_CMyK.psdvmHeRO_04f_Full_CMyK.psd

vmHeRO_09f_Full_CMyK.psdvmHeRO_08e_Full_CMyK.psd

vmHeRO_02f_FROnt_CMyK.psd

vmHeRO_03f_FROnt_CMyK.psd

vmHeRO_06e_Side_CMyK.psd

vmHeRO_10f_FROnt_CMyK.psd

vmHeRO_06f_Full_CMyK.psd

vmHeRO_02g_FROnt_CMyK.psd

vmHeRO_03h_FROnt_CMyK.psd

vmHeRO_07g_FROnt_CMyK.psd

vmHeRO_03c_Full_CMyK.psd

vmHeRO_06b_FROnt_CMyK.psd
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•	 When “your Cloud.” is on a dark background,  
the type is always white for good legibility.

•	 When “your Cloud.” is on a light or white background, 
set it in a color that contrasts strongly, and multiply  
it over the background.

•	 Badge lockups should be placed on or near the  
hero’s torso.

Hero, Cloud, and Badge Suggestions

Dark Background Light or White Background
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Recommended Uses of Heroes

3/4 View
this view is for handheld collateral. it’s more personal.

Full Body
We use this configuration on tall, narrow formats.  
Please try to avoid using full body on smaller deliverables.

Upper Body
these are the views that you’ll use most often.  
they’re best for larger, more public pieces.

Head Shot
use these for very small pieces or in short, horizontal 
formats.
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Section 3

Templates
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Program Guide Covers

US Option EMEA Option
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Name Badges and Pocket Guide Cover

Subhashini 
Parasurainan
Global ComPany

Pocket Guide
August 29 – September 1 
The Venetian, Las Vegas
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Title of Slide Presentation, Arial 26 pt 
Presenter Name or Subtitle, Arial 20 pt

VMwAre CoNfideNTiAl/ProPrieTAry CoPyrighT © 2011 VMwAre, iNC. All righTS reSerVed.

•	 All presentations should use the approved VMworld 
2011 template, which is available in 1024 px x 768 px 
format.

•	 All added text and graphics should appear within  
the 0.5 inch margins (use CtRl+g to see the  
margin guides).

•	 All text should be in Arial, dark grey (R71, g72, B71).

•	 Background color for all slides should be white.

•	 the VMware logo should appear in the lower right 
corner of all slides.

PowerPoint Presentation

• All text is Arial font, dark grey color (R71, G72, B71)
• Subhead and first bullet text is 20 pt

• Level two is 18 pt
• Level three is 16 pt

• Level four is 16 pt

Title and Content Slide (22 pt Arial, bold)

3
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Las Vegas Color Coding

VMware User Group 
Member Lunch

The VMware User Group 
is an independent, global, 
customer-led organization 
which maximizes members’ 
us of VMware and partner  
solutions through knowledge  
sharing, training, collaboration,  
and events.

VMware User Group 
Member Lunch

The VMware User Group 
is an independent, global, 
customer-led organization 
which maximizes members’ 
us of VMware and partner  
solutions through knowledge  
sharing, training, collaboration,  
and events.

VMware User Group 
Member Lunch

The VMware User Group 
is an independent, global, 
customer-led organization 
which maximizes members’ 
us of VMware and partner  
solutions through knowledge  
sharing, training, collaboration,  
and events.

VMware User Group 
Member Lunch

The VMware User Group 
is an independent, global, 
customer-led organization 
which maximizes members’ 
us of VMware and partner  
solutions through knowledge  
sharing, training, collaboration,  
and events.

VMware User Group 
Member Lunch

The VMware User Group 
is an independent, global, 
customer-led organization 
which maximizes members’ 
us of VMware and partner  
solutions through knowledge  
sharing, training, collaboration,  
and events.

VMware User Group 
Member Lunch

The VMware User Group 
is an independent, global, 
customer-led organization 
which maximizes members’ 
us of VMware and partner  
solutions through knowledge  
sharing, training, collaboration,  
and events.

Breakouts
Registration

Labs Solutions Exchange General Sessions
Super Sessions

General Directional
Meals
Transportation

Ancillary 

Color

•	 use this color coding key to determine the color of 
the large circle in the background for informational 
signage. 

•	 For general schedule and general directional signage, 
including meals and transportation, use the template 
without a large circle in the background. 

•	 use white type and arrows over dark blue, green,  
and red.

•	 use black type and arrows over white, light blue,  
and gold.

•	 All content shown is FPO.
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Arrows on signage help people find their way around. 
these arrows are designed specifically for this event, so 
please don’t use other arrows.

•	 there are two types of arrows: arrow badges and  
plain arrows.

•	 the arrow badges are preferred. use the plain arrows 
only when the arrow badges will conflict with your 
layout.

•	 there are 2 sizes of attachable arrow badges and 
arrows that will be used for the 22x28 signs and 
meterboards. the arrow badges are available in  
a 6.75in diameter and a 2.75in diameter. the arrows 
are available at 6.75in long (from point to tail)  
or 2.75in long.

•	 the arrows should be a solid color and should never  
be multiplied.

Arrows

Arrow Badges

Arrows
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Template Options with Various Clouds

Because not all clouds are the same, we’ve created a 
nice range of clouds to use on templated signs. in some 
templates, you will have four options to choose from. 
in others, you will only have two. each option has a 
unique set of clouds. don’t just use the same cloud over 
and over. Please disperse these options to create visual 
variety throughout the show.  
 
All content shown is FPO.

Sponsor/ 
Exhibitor 
Lounge

Auxilary 1:1
Meeting Room 1

 Breakout Sessions

 Company Store

 Social Media and 
Blogger Lounge

 Alumni Lounge 

Registration Hours

Sponsors and Exhibitors Only
Saturday, August 27 1:00pm – 5:00pm

General Attendee
Sunday, August 28 12:00pm – 6:00pm 
Monday, August 29 7:00am – 7:00pm 
Tuesday, August 30 6:30am – 7:00pm 
Wednesday, August 31 6:30am – 7:00pm 
Thursday, September 1 10:30am – 10:30pm

Solutions Exchange
Meals
Hands-on Labs
Hang Space 

Breakout Sessions
Speaker Services
General Session 
Rooms 111-135
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22x28 Sign Directional

dimensions: 22" x 28" 
Scale: 100% 
Materials: White board 
Sides: 1

•	 there are four cloud options to choose from. Please 
disperse the options to create variety throughout the 
show. do not change scale or placement.

•	 use paragraph style “Header White/Black” 
(184pt/189pt). use paragraph style “Multiline” 
(85pt/90pt) for Sign directional B. 

•	 Arrows may rotate as necessary. Make sure to keep 
current scale and placement. Keep in mind that all 
arrow badges and arrows on the 22x28 signs must be 
one of two sizes since some will have to be attached at 
the show. 

•	 VMware logo is in white. do not change scale or 
placement.

•	 Stroke line width is 4pt at 100% size.

•	 Refer to Color Coding on p.34 for chosing appropriate 
colors.

•	 All content shown is FPO.

Sponsor/ 
Exhibitor 
Lounge

Registration 
Solutions  
Exchange 
Hands-on Labs 

Theatre 
Lounge 
Games 
Bookstore

vm_template_22x28_general_directional_A.indd vm_template_22x28_general_directional_B.indd
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Templates Section 3

22x28 Sign Room ID

dimensions: 22" x 28" 
Scale: 100% 
Materials: White board 
Sides: 1

•	 there are four cloud options to choose from. Please 
disperse the options to create variety throughout the 
show. do not change scale or placement.

•	 the large circle in the background should be centered 
horizontally on the sign, and aligned so that the top of 
the circle is at the top of the sign. it should bleed off the 
left and right sides of the sign. do not change scale or 
placement.

•	 use black text, arrows and vmworld 2011 logos on all 
general (white background), light blue, and gold signs. 
use white on all others. Refer to Color Coding on p.34.

•	 use paragraph style “location Black/White” 
(185pt/190pt) for bigger text and “Room name Black/
White” (140pt/150pt) for smaller text.

•	 Arrows may rotate as necessary. Make sure to keep 
current scale and placement. Keep in mind that all 
arrow badges and arrows on the 22x28 signs must be 
one of two sizes since some will have to be attached at 
the show. 

•	 VMware logo is in white. do not change scale or 
placement.

•	 Stroke line width is 4pt at 100% size.

•	 Refer to Color Coding on p.34 for chosing appropriate 
colors.

•	 All content shown is FPO.

Auxilary 1:1
Meeting Room 1

vm_template_22x28_roomid_lightblue.indd
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Templates Section 3

22x28 Sign Schedule

dimensions: 22" x 28" 
Scale: 100% 
Materials: White board 
Sides: 1

•	 there are four cloud options to choose from. Please 
disperse the options to create variety throughout the 
show. do not change scale or placement.

•	 the large circle in the background should be centered 
horizontally on the sign, and aligned so that the top of 
the circle is at the top of the sign. it should bleed off the 
left and right sides of the sign. do not change scale or 
placement.

•	 use black text, arrows and vmworld 2011 logos on all 
general (white background), light blue, and gold signs. 
use white on all others. Refer to Color Coding on p.34.

•	 use paragraph style “Rule Below” (160pt/165pt) for 
bigger text and “date / time Black” (60pt/70pt) for 
smaller text.

•	 Please indicate minutes even if on the hour. All “am” 
and “pm” should be 85% the size of the time and in 
lower case with no periods. there should be  
no space between the time and “am” or “pm”.  
times should be aligned with endashed centered.

•	 VMware logo is in white. VMworld 2011 logo is in black. 
do not change scale or placement.

•	 Stroke line width is 4pt at 100% size.

•	 All content shown is FPO.

Speaker 
Services
Sunday, August 28 10:00am – 5:00pm

Monday, August 29 7:30am – 5:00pm

Tuesday, August 30 7:00am – 6:00pm

Wednesday, August 31 12:00am – 6:00pm

Thursday, September 1 10:30am – 10:30pm

vm_template_22x28_gold_schedule.indd 
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Templates Section  

Meterboard Directional

 Breakout Sessions

 Company Store

 Social Media and 
Blogger Lounge

 Alumni Lounge 

dimensions: 38" x 87" 
Scale: 100% 
Materials: Recycled board 
Sides: 1

•	 there are four cloud options to choose from. Please 
disperse the options to create variety throughout the 
show. do not change scale or placement.

•	 use paragraph style “location Black” (200pt/270pt). 

•	 Arrows may rotate as necessary. Make sure to keep 
current scale and placement. Keep in mind that all 
arrow badges and arrows on the 22x28 signs must be 
one of two sizes since some will have to be attached at 
the show. 

•	 VMware logo is in white. VMworld 2011 logo is in black. 
do not change scale or placement.

•	 Stroke line width is 4pt at 100% size.

•	 All content shown is FPO.

vm_template_Meterboard_directional.indd 
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Templates Section  

Meterboard Informational

VMware User Group 
Member Lunch

The VMware User Group 
is an independent, global, 
customer-led organization 
which maximizes members’ 
us of VMware and partner  
solutions through knowledge  
sharing, training, collaboration,  
and events.

VMware User Group 
Member Lunch

The VMware User Group 
is an independent, global, 
customer-led organization 
which maximizes members’ 
us of VMware and partner  
solutions through knowledge  
sharing, training, collaboration,  
and events.

dimensions: 38” x 87” 
Scale: 100% 
Materials: Recycled board 
Sides: 1

•	 there are four cloud options to choose from. Please 
disperse the options to create variety throughout the 
show. do not change scale or placement.

•	 the large circle in the background should be centered 
horizontally on the sign, and aligned so that the top of 
the circle is at the top of the sign. it should bleed off the 
left and right sides of the sign. do not change scale or 
placement.

•	 use black text, arrows and vmworld 2011 logos on all 
general (white background), light blue, and gold signs. 
use white on all others. Refer to Color Coding on p.34.

•	 use paragraph style “meterboard: Header 01, White/
Black” (200pt/270pt) for any headline type and use 
“meterboard: body01, White/Black” (160pt/210pt) for 
body copy.

•	 VMware logo is in white. do not change scale or 
placement.

•	 Stroke line width is 4pt at 100% size.

•	 Refer to Color Coding on p.34 for chosing appropriate 
colors.

•	 All content shown is FPO.

vm_template_Meterboard_darkblue.indd vm_template_Meterboard_green.indd 
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Templates Section  

Meterboard Schedule

Registration Hours

Sponsors and Exhibitors Only
Saturday, August 27 1:00pm – 5:00pm

General Attendee
Sunday, August 28 12:00pm – 6:00pm 
Monday, August 29 7:00am – 7:00pm 
Tuesday, August 30 6:30am – 7:00pm 
Wednesday, August 31 6:30am – 7:00pm 
Thursday, September 1 10:30am – 10:30pm

dimensions: 38” x 87” 
Scale: 100% 
Materials: Recycled board 
Sides: 1

•	 there are four cloud options to choose from. Please 
disperse the options to create variety throughout the 
show. do not change scale or placement.

•	 use paragraph style “location Black” (200pt/270pt) 
for any headline text. use “Category Black” 
(150pt/185pt) for subhead text and “date/time” for 
times (120pt/180pt) for body copy.

•	 Please indicate minutes even if on the hour. All “am” 
and “pm” should be 85% the size of the time and in 
lower case with no periods. there should be  
no space between the time and “am” or “pm” .  
times should be aligned with endashed centered.

•	 VMware logo is in white. VMworld 2011 logo is in black. 
do not change scale or placement.

•	 Stroke line width is 4pt at 100% size.

•	 All content shown is FPO.

vm_template_Meterboard_schedule.indd 
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Templates Section  

Banners Directional

Solutions Exchange
Meals
Hands-on Labs
Hang Space 

Breakout Sessions
Speaker Services
General Session
Rooms 111-135

Solutions Exchange
Meals
Hands-on Labs
Hang Space 

Breakout Sessions
Speaker Services
General Session 
Rooms 111-135

dimensions: 9' x 22.5" 
Scale: 100% 
Materials: Sintra 
Sides: 1

•	 there are two cloud options to choose from. Please 
disperse the options to create variety throughout the 
show. do not change scale or placement.

•	 use paragraph style “Headline Black” (193pt/185pt) 
for bigger text and “Room#” (140pt/155pt) for smaller 
text.

•	 Arrows should be in black. they may rotate as 
necessary. Make sure to keep current scale and 
placement.

•	 VMware and VMworld 2011 logos are in white. do not 
change scale or placement.

•	 Stroke line width is 4pt at 100% size.

•	 All content shown is FPO.

vm_template_Banner_directionalA_general.indd 

vm_template_Banner_directionalA_general.indd 
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Templates Section  

Banner Directional – Child

Advanced Lab 
Tutorials
Group Discussion 
Areas
Rooms 2014-2024 

Hands-on 
Labs

dimensions: 20' x 8' 
Scale: 50% 
Materials: Vinyl 
Sides: 1

•	 there are two cloud options to choose from. Please 
disperse the options to create variety throughout the 
show. do not change scale or placement.

•	 use black text, arrows and vmworld 2011 logos on all 
general (white background), light blue, and gold signs. 
use white on all others. Refer to Color Coding on p.38.

•	 use paragraph style “Headline Black/White” 
(380pt/380pt)  or “Headline Big Black/White” 
(770pt/700pt) for bigger text and “location Black/
White” (285pt/290pt) for smaller text.

•	 Arrows may rotate as necessary. Make sure to keep 
current scale and placement.

•	 do not change scale or placement of VMware and 
VMworld 2011 logos.

•	 Stroke line width is 4pt at 100% size.

•	 Refer to Color Coding on p.34 for chosing appropriate 
colors.

•	 All content shown is FPO.

vm_template_Banner_directionalB_green.indd 

vm_template_Banner_directionalB_lightblue.indd 
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Templates Section  

Banner Directional – Parent

dimensions: Varies upon location 
Materials: Vinyl 
Sides: 1

•	 you may choose from our cloud library any cloud you 
wish. Please disperse the options to create variety 
throughout the show. Make sure it reflects a similar 
feel as seen in this example.

•	 use character style “directional Copy: Blue Stripe” 
(1/6 the height of the blue banner). this type is always 
white.

•	 Alignment of type depends on which direction the sign 
is pointing towards. if the sign directs the attendee 
forward please center type vertically and horizontally 
in the blue bar. if the sign is pointing towards left, align 
type to left hand side. if sign is pointing towards right, 
align type to the right hand of the sign.

•	 Arrows may rotate as necessary. the scale and 
ratio stays the same. Center arrows horizontally and 
vertically from edge of banner. use two arrows when 
sign is directing traffic foward. use one when directing 
traffic to the left or right.

•	 Bottom blue bar is always set at PMS 307. the height 
of the bar is 1/7 of the total height of the banner.

•	 VMware logo and VMworld 2011 logo share the same 
baseline. the VMware logo is on the righthand side 
while the VMworld logo 2011 is on the left and always 
contained with the badge lockup.

•	 All content shown is FPO.

vm_template_Banner_directional_parent.indd 

SOLUTIONS EXCHANGE + KEYNOTES
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Templates Section  

Sponsor Banner

dimensions: Varies upon location 
Materials: Vinyl 
Sides: 1

•	 Bottom blue bar is always set at PMS 307. the height 
of the bar is 1/4 of the total height of sign.

•	 VMware logo and VMworld 2011 logo are both white. 
do not scale or change position.
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Templates Section  

Podium

OPTION 1
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Templates Section  

Digital Signs

Breakout 
Sessions
Super Session 1
Current Session
10:45am – 11:45am 
Which Virtualization Service is Best for You?

Upcoming Sessions
12:00pm – 12:45pm 
Understanding TCO for VMware View (Next Gen VDI)

12:00pm – 12:45pm 
Technical Education Session (VCP Focus)

12:00pm – 12:45pm 
Leveraging VMware’s Global Support Service 
Organzation

lcome to the VMworld 2011 Conference for the United States – W lcome to the VMworld 2011 Conference for the United States – W

General 
Information
Registration Area

Please wear your badge at all times.

Lost conference badges can be 
replaced at the registration desk 
with a photo I.D.

Badges are not transferable.

Breakout Session General Announcementdigital Signs 
dimensions: 1080px x 1920px 
Scale: 100% 
Materials: digital 
Sides: 1

•	 the large circle in the background should be centered 
horizontally on the sign, and aligned so that the top of 
the circle is at the top of the sign. it should bleed off the 
left and right sides of the sign. do not change scale or 
placement.

•	 use black text, arrows and vmworld 2011 logos on all 
general (white background), light blue, and gold signs. 
use white on all others. Refer to Color Coding on p.35. 

•	 use paragraph styles “Header” (115pt/120pt) for 
any headline text. use “Sub Header” (78pt/83pt) for 
subhead text, “Sub-Sub-Header” (42pt/45pt) and 
“Body” (31pt/38pt) for body copy.

•	 All “am” and “pm” should be 85% the size of the time 
and in lower case with no periods. there should be  
no space between the time and “am” or “pm” . times 
should be aligned with “-” centered.

•	 VMware logo is in white. do not change scale or 
placement.

•	 Stroke line width is 4pt at 100% size.

•	 Refer to Color Coding on p.35 for chosing appropriate 
colors.

•	 All content shown is FPO.

vm_template_digital_generalAnnouncement.indd vm_template_digital_BreakoutSession.indd 
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Templates Section  

Web/Email

Web Hero Email Template

Web Banner
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Thank You
These guidelines will help us create a warm, lively, but still 
consistent character for the shows. Thank you for taking 
the time to learn them and for applying them creatively.


